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ARCHIVUM MATHEMATICUM (BRNO)Tomus 31 (1995), 299 { 304ON CONNECTEDNESS OF GRAPHS ON DIRECT PRODUCTOF WEYL GROUPSSamy A. Youssef and S. G. HulsurkarAbstract. In this paper, we have studied the connectedness of the graphson the direct product of the Weyl groups. We have shown that the numberof the connected components of the graph on the direct product of the Weylgroups is equal to the product of the numbers of the connected componentsof the graphs on the factors of the direct product. In particular, we showthat the graph on the direct product of the Weyl groups is connected i thegraph on each factor of the direct product is connected.1. Introduction.In this paper, the connectedness of the graphs on the direct product of the Weylgroups is investigated. It is shown that the number of the connected componentsof the graph on the direct product of the Weyl groups is equal to the productof the numbers of the connected components of the graphs on the factors of thedirect product. From this we deduce that the graph on the direct product of theWeyl groups is connected i the graph on each factor of the direct product isconnected. The graph on Weyl groups has been dened and studied in [1]. Therelevant denitions and the results on the Weyl groups can be found in [2]. Wehave used the notations given in [3]. We briey summarize below the requiredresults and the notations.Let E be a xed euclidean space i.e., E is a nite dimensional vector space overreal numbers and has a positive denite symmetric bilinear form (; ). Let dimensionof E be n. Given any vector  2 E we can dene a reection R in E given byxR = x   (x; _) where _ = 2=(; ) for x 2 E. The reection R is aninvertible linear transformation which leaves the plane P = fy 2 Ej(; y) = 0ginvariant and any nonzero vector parallel to  is sent to its negative. Also Rpreserves the inner product (; ) on E i.e., it is an orthogonal linear transformation.A nite subset  of nonzero vectors of E is called a root system in E if thefollowing holds : (1)  spans E and  2  implies k 2  only if k = 1. (2) If1991 Mathematics Subject Classication : 20F55.Key words and phrases: root systems, Weyl Groups , connectivity in a graph.Received May 15, 1995.
300 SAMY A. YOUSSEF AND S. G. HULSURKAR 2  then the reection R leaves  invariant i.e., vectors of  are transformedby R into vectors of  . (3) If ;  2  then (; _) is an integer.If ;  2  then the condition (3) restricts the values of (; _)(; _) to 0, 1,2, and 3 only. The hyperplane P;  2  partitions E into nitely many regions.The connected components of E   S2P are called the Weyl chambers of E.Let  be a root system in E. The group generated by the reections R for 2  is called the Weyl group W () of . Since W () permutes the vectorsin , by the condition (3) on , we can identify the Weyl group as the subgroupof the permutation group on . In particular, the Weyl group W () is a nitegroup.It may be recalled that if  is a root system in E of dimension n then itis possible to choose the set of simple roots 1; 2; :::; n i.e., these roots forma basis of E and any root  in  can be written as a linear combination of1; 2; :::; n with integral coecients all nonnegative or all nonpositive. Thenthe Weyl group W () is generated by the reections Ri; i = 1; 2; :::n. We writeRi = Ri; i = 1; 2; :::; n.A root system  is called irreducible if it cannot be written as a union oftwo proper subsets 1 and 2 such that each root in 1 is orthogonal to eachroot in 2. Otherwise  is called reducible. Therefore , if  is reducible then = 1[2 such that each root in 1 is orthogonal to each root in 2. Further,if  is reducible then the simple roots of  can also be partitioned into the twosets S1 and S2 such that a simple root in S1 is orthogonal to every simple root inS2. Also the Weyl group W () = W (1)W (2) and each W (i) is generatedby the simple roots in i i.e., Si.We know that if  is a root system then for ;  2  , (; _)(; _) takes thevalues 0, 1, 2, or 3. We dene a Coxeter graph of  to be a graph which has nvertices and for i 6= j , ith vertex is joined to the jth vertex by (i; _j )(j ; _i )number of edges. It is obvious that the Coxeter graph is connected i  is anirreducible root system. The order of the element RiRj of W () is 2, 3, 4, or6 according as (i; _j )(j ; _i ) takes the values 0 , 1, 2 or 3 respectively. Nowthe lengths of the simple roots may not be equal. Therefore, in Coxeter graph weadd an arrow to an edge which points to the shorter root. This resulting graph iscalled the Dynkin diagram of  . The Dynkin diagram of  also determines theWeyl group W () completely.The classication theorem of irreducible root systems shows that if  is irre-ducible then its Dynkin diagram is one of the following types :An for n  1 , Bn for n  2 , Cn for n  3 , Dn for n  4 , E6; E7; E8; F4 andG2 .The type of the irreducible root system  is dened to be same as the typeof its Dynkin diagram. If 1; 2; :::; n are the simple roots of  we dene thefundamental weights 1; 2; :::; n of  by (i; _j ) = i;j (Kronecker delta). Wehave iRj = i   i;jj for i; j = 1; 2; :::; n. Let  2W . Then  can be written asa product of the generators R1; R2; :::; Rn. There is more than one way of writing as a product of the generators. Suppose  = Ri1Ri2 :::Rik. The minimum value
ON CONNECTEDNESS OF GRAPHS ON DIRECT PRODUCT : : : 301of k is called the length `() of . There is a unique element 0 2 W which hasmaximum length. For  2 W we dene I = fij1  i  n; `(Ri) < `()g. Let = Pi2I i. Dene  =  1. Finally, let D();  2 E be the Weyl's dimensionpolynomial. Then it is known thatD() = Q2+(; _)Q2+(; _)where + is the set of positive roots of  and  = nPi=1i .We dene the graph  (W ()) on the Weyl group W () whose vertices areelements of the Weyl group. We dene the edges of this graph, with the help ofthe underlying root system  , as described below. For convenience we write Wfor W (). A point  2 E is called W -regular i D() 6= 0 which is equivalent tosaying that  lies in the interior of a Weyl chamber of . Recall that 0 is theunique element of W with maximal length. First we dene a relation  ! on W .For ;  2 W dene   !  i  0 +  is W -regular. It easily follows that  !  for all  2 W , since  0 = (   ) 1 [4]. We construct the graph (W ()) by using the relation  ! on W . For ;  2 W with  6=  an edge(;  ) is an unordered pair where either   !  or   ! . It is proved in [ 4] that at most one of   !  or   !  holds for  6=  . Thus we get at mostone edge joining distinct  and  in  (W ()). We write  (W ()) as  (W ) or () depending on the context. It should be noted that this graph depends onthe . If the root system  is of type X , we write W () as W (X) and the graph () as  (X). For example  (G2) means the graph on the Weyl group W (G2)whose underlying root system is of type G2. It is interesting to note that for n  3the graphs  (Bn) and  (Cn) are distinct although the Weyl groups W (Bn) andW (Cn) are isomorphic.2. The connectedness of  (W ).Let  be a union of two root systems 1 and 2. We write this as  =1  2. In this case the Dynkin diagrams of 1 and 2 are disjoint. AlsoW () = W (1)  W (2), the direct product. Let W = W ();W1 = W (1)and W2 = W (2). If  2 W then  =  with unique ;  and  2 W1;  2 W2.From the denition of I it easily follows that I = I [ I (disjoint union) and =    (direct sum), which gives  =    . Therefore  =    for 2 W1 and  2 W2. If ; 1 and 2 are the sums of the fundamental weights of;1 and 2 respectively then  = 1 2. If 00 and 000 are the unique elementsof maximal length in W1 and W2 respectively, then 0 = 00000 . These results canbe generalized to the case when  is union of more than two root systems. Withabove notations we have the following result.Lemma 1. Let 1; 2 2W1 and 1; 2 2W2. Then 1  ! 2 inW1 and 1  ! 2in W2 if f 11  ! 22 in W .
302 SAMY A. YOUSSEF AND S. G. HULSURKARProof. We have the following equalities.  110 + 22 = ( 11 )(11) 1+22 = (1+2 1 1 ) 11  11 +(22) = ((1 1 ) 11 (2 1 ) 11 )+(2 2 ) = ( 100+2 )( 1000 +2 )since iRj = i for j 6= i, and 0 =  (   ) 1, [ 4 ]. This shows that 110 + 22 is in the interior of a Weyl chamber of  iff  100 + 2 and 1000 + 2 are in the interior of some Weyl chamber of 1 and 2 respectively.In other words 1  ! 2 in W1 and 1  ! 2 in W2 iff 11  ! 22 in W .Remark. We can easily generalize the above result whenW =W1W2  Wk.Let C be a subset of the Weyl group W . We write  (C) for the inducedsubgraph on C . It easily follows that if  1 is a connected component of  (W )then  1 =  1(C1) for a unique subset C1 of W .Theorem 1. Let  1 and  2 be connected components of  (W1) and  (W2) re-spectively. Suppose  1 =  1(C1) and  2 =  2(C2) for (unique) subsets C1 of W1and C2 of W2. Suppose C1  C2 = f j 2 C1;  2 C2g. Then  (C1  C2) is aconnected component of  (W1 W2).Proof. Suppose 1; 2 2 C1  C2. We show that 1 is connected to 2. Now1 = 11 and 2 = 22 where 1; 2 2 C1 and 1; 2 2 C2. Since 1; 2 2 C1they are connected in  1(C1). Similarly, 1; 2 are connected in  2(C2). Therefore,1  ! 02  !     ! 0m  ! 2(1)and 1  !  02  !     !  0r  ! 2(2)for some 02; : : : ; 0m 2 C1 and  02; : : : ;  0r 2 C2. By the repeated application of thelemma, Eqn.(1) gives11  ! 021  !     ! 0m1  ! 21and Eqn.(2) gives 21  ! 2 02  !     ! 2 0r  ! 22which implies that 1 = 11 is connected to 2 = 22.Suppose  2 C1C2 is connected to 0 2W1W2. We show that 0 2 C1C2.Suppose  = 11 and 0 = 0 0 where 1 2 C1; 1 2 C2; 0 2 W1 and  0 2 W2.Since  is connected to 0, we have  ! 01  ! 02  !     ! 0m  ! 0(3)where 01; 02; : : : ; 0m 2 W1  W2. Suppose, for i = 1; : : : ;m; 0i = 0i 0i where0i 2W1;  0i 2W2. Now Eqn.(3) implies that  ! 01 01  ! 02 02  !     ! 0m 0m  ! 0 0(4)
ON CONNECTEDNESS OF GRAPHS ON DIRECT PRODUCT : : : 303By the repeated application of the lemma, Eqn.(4) gives  ! 01  !     ! 0m  ! 0 and   !  01  !     !  0m  !  0:This proves that  is connected to 0 in  (W1) and  is connected to  0 in  (W2).But  2 C1 and  2 C2 implies that 0 2 C1 and  0 2 C2 since  1(C1) and 2(C2) are connected components of  (W1) and  (W2) respectively. Therefore,0 = 0 0 2 C1  C2. This completes the proof.Corollary 1. If  (W1) has p components and  (W2) has q components then (W1 W2) has pq components. Theorem 2. Let  0 be a connected component of  (W ) where W = W1  W2,the direct product of Weyl groups W1 and W2. Let C be the (unique) subset ofW for which   =  (C). Suppose C1 = f 2 W j1 2 C for some 1 2 W2g andC2 = f 2W2j1 2 C for some 1 2W1g. Then  (C1) and  (C2) are connectedcomponents of  (W1) and  (W2) respectively. Further  0 =  (C1 C2).Proof. First we show that C1 is a connected component of  (W1). Let 1; 2 2C1. Then 11 2 C and 22 2 C for some 1; 2 2 W2. Since C is a connectedcomponent of  (W ); 11 is connected to 22 in  (C). Therefore,11  ! 02 02  !     ! 0m 0m  ! 22for some 0i 0i 2 C i.e., 0i 2 C1 and  0i 2 C2 for i = 2; : : : ;m. By the lemma,1  ! 02  !     ! 0m  ! 2 i.e., 1 is connected to 2 in C1.Let  2 C1 and  be connected to 0 2 W1. We show that 0 2 C1. Now 2 C1 implies that  2 C for some  2W2. Also  connected to 0 in W1 gives  ! 001  ! 002  !     ! 00m  ! 0 where 00i 2 W1 for i = 1; : : : ;m. Bythe lemma,   ! 001   !     ! 00m  ! 0 . Therefore,  is connected to0 in  (W ). Since  2 C and C is a connected component of  (W ); 0 2 Cand therefore, 0 2 C1. This shows that C1 is a connected component of  (W1).Similarly we can show that C2 is a connected component of  (W2). It triviallyfollows that  0 =  (C1  C2).>From theorem 1 and theorem 2 we can easily prove the following.Theorem 3. Let W1 and W2 be the Weyl groups. Then  (W1) and  (W2) areconnected if f  (W1 W2) is connected. We have the following information about  () when  is an irreducible rootsystem of low rank. The graphs  (A1) and  (A2) are totally disconnected with2 and 6 vertices respectively.  (B2) has 4 disjoint edges and  (A3) has 8 dis-connected vertices and 8 disjoint edges.  (G2) is a connected graph. The graphs (B3); (B4); (C3); (C4) and  (D4) are connected. Note that the groupsW (B4);W (C4) and W (D4) are of order 384, 384 and 192 respectively. In all these graphswe have used the \ Fusion Method " to determine the connectivity [5]. We have
304 SAMY A. YOUSSEF AND S. G. HULSURKARalso shown [6] that  (An); n  4 is a connected graph. This strongly suggests thefollowingConjecture. If  is an irreducible root system which is not of type A1; A2; A3 orB2 then  () is a connected graph.Assuming the truth of the conjecture, from the theorem 3 we haveTheorem 4. If  = 1  2      k where i are irreducible root systemswhich are not of the type A1; A2; A3 or B2 then  () is a connected graph. Remark. If  has components of type A1; A2; A3 or B2 then one can easily writethe number of components of  () by using the corollary of theorem 1.References[1] Hulsurkar, S.G., Nonplanarity of graphs on Weyl groups, J. Math. Phys. Sci., 24(1990) 363.[2] Hupmhreys, J.E., Introduction to Lie Algebras and Representation theory, Springer-Verlag,New York, 1972.[3] Verma, D.-N., Role of Ane Weyl Groups in the Representation Theory of AlgebraicChevalley Groups and their Lie Algebras, in \Lie Groups and their Representations", Ed.I.M.Gelfand, Halstead, New York, 1975.[4] Hulsurkar, S.G., Proof of Verma's conjecture on Weyl's dimension polynomial, InventionesMath., 27(1974), 45.[5] Narsingh Deo, \Graph Theory", Prentice Hall of India, New Delhi, 1990.[6] Youssef, Samy A., Hulsurkar, S.G., On Connectedness of graphs on Weyl Groups of typeAn(n  4), Arch. Math. (Brno) 31(1995), 163-170.Samy A. Youssef and S. G. HulsurkarDepartment of MathematicsIndian Institute of TechnologyKharagpur - 721 302, INDIA
